The following proof of a much-proved theorem is offered in the belief that it is simpler than the many existing ones (cf. for example [l ; 2, §12]). It has also the virtue of a form suitable to generalization to abstract categories, which will be undertaken in another place [4j.
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By a chain complex we shall mean a graded abelian group with a derivation of degree -1. A chain complex X is positive if Xi = 0 for i<0. If X and Y are positive chain complexes then so is X® Y. If at least one of X, F is a free abelian group then the Kiinneth theorem relates the homology of X ® Y to the homology of X and Y.
Recall that for abelian groups A, B graded by non-negative degrees (A ®B)n= £,+,=" Ai®Bj. We write also We begin by considering an arbitrary short exact sequence X=(0->X'->i'X->i"X"^0) of chain complexes, the maps £', £" being homogeneous of degrees r', r", so that d£
Suppose that X is split by a homomorphism <j>: X"^>X of abelian groups such that £"</>= 1:X". Then £"(d</> + (-l)r"4>3) =0, so that d<i> + (-\y"<t>d = Z<t>* where <j>*:X"-*X' is a map of degree -1-r' -r". But £'(óV>* + (-l)r'+r>*<3)=0, so that 0* is a chain map.
Lemma. If<p splits X then H<p* is the homology connecting homomorphism, so that the homology triangle of X is We consider, finally, the diagram
The row is of course exact. By the lemma, the triangle is the homology triangle of W and is thus also exact. The proof is exactly dual to that of Theorem 1, and may easily be supplied by the reader.
If both X and Y are free abelian then the sequence 1.1 splits, so that H(X® Y)~HX®HY+Tor1(HX, HY). We omit the proof of this fact, which will be studied in exhaustive detail in [4] .
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